
E BUSINESS DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS AND VALUE STRATEGIES

E-Business and Distribution Channel Strategies in Agribusiness Industries . dealer/distribution system has evolved into a
more complex distribution are expected to be continuously better, faster, and cheaper in providing the value bundle.

As a business expands, however, the single-channel model can limit growth. This decision may confuse or
frustrate consumers who expect to save money by buying directly from the source. Some partner marketing
materials even include training for end-of-line sales staff to help them inform potential customers. Run
promotions and programs to support the partner and help them increase sales. The simple answer is growth. At
this point of the conversation you have grabbed their attention, but you have not necessarily closed the deal.
All aspects of trade are digitalized â€” inventory registers are substituted by integrated databases, direct sales
are substituted by online marketing, product assessment is substituted by user-generated feedback and rating.
It was a big step for managers to contemplate. The researchers get things going by presenting the ideal
distribution system. Multi-channel managers continue to report that reducing the costs of order fulfillment and
improving overall distribution efficiency are at the top of their to-do lists. If not, the division of labor among
suppliers will have to be restructured so that what customers desire may be delivered by the most capable
up-channel participant. Suppose, for example, that customers for a home computer indicate a desire for
self-service, a somewhat narrow assortment of merchandise, limited after-sale service, and a relatively Spartan
atmosphereâ€”so long as the prices are low. For example, a manufacturer of premium electrical goods may
choose to deal with department stores and independent outlets that can provide added value service level
required to support the product. IBM product centers offered the consumer a variety of equipment, but
comparison shopping within them was impossible. The marketing component is critical to identify the most
valuable channels and build relationships with partners that play a role in product distribution. Instead of using
your sales team, you sell this line directly to end-users through your website and marketing campaigns. You
sell a product through a geographical network of dealers who sell to end-users in their areas. And to place the
product. Outsiders can look at the relevant laws and ask if they are what they seem. Care must be exercised
when considering negative actions as these may fall foul of regulations and can contribute to a public backlash
and a public relations disaster. Type 2. In the end, the question to be answered is this: What increase in market
share is required to offset the added costs of the new distribution alternatives?


